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The Complete Semiconductor Transistor and Its Incomplete Forms∗
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Abstract: This paper describes the definition of the complete transistor. For semiconductor devices, the complete
transistor is always bipolar, namely, its electrical characteristics contain both electron and hole currents controlled
by their spatial charge distributions. Partially complete or incomplete transistors, via coined names or/and designed
physical geometries, included the 1949 Shockley p/n junction transistor (later called Bipolar Junction Transistor,
BJT), the 1952 Shockley unipolar ‘field-effect’ transistor (FET, later called the p/n Junction Gate FET or JGFET), as
well as the field-effect transistors introduced by later investigators. Similarities between the surface-channel MOS-
gate FET (MOSFET) and the volume-channel BJT are illustrated. The bipolar currents, identified by us in a recent
nanometer FET with 2-MOS-gates on thin and nearly pure silicon base, led us to the recognition of the physical
makeup and electrical current and charge compositions of a complete transistor and its extension to other three or
more terminal signal processing devices, and also the importance of the terminal contacts.
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1. Introduction

The concept of the complete transistor was introduced
by us[1] in the February 2009 issue of this series of invited re-
ports on the theory of the recently discovered bipolar operation
mode of the semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (BiFET).
Because of the presence of both electrons and holes in semi-
conductors, their electrical charge distributions and their elec-
trical currents from the transport (or movement, by drift and
diffusion) of their electrical charges, could require six termi-
nals or contacts to the outside world, to meet the concept of a
complete transistor. These are the three terminals for electrons
and three terminals for holes, the input, output and reference
terminals: the voltages applied to the input terminals relative to
the reference terminals to control the charge and current from
the electrons and from the holes, and the current or voltage
at the two output terminals relative to their respective refer-
ence terminals to give the electron and hole particle current
responses. It was evident that the minimum number of termi-
nals is three, with the electron and hole charge distributions
simultaneously controlled by the potential applied to one in-
put terminal, and with the electron and hole currents present
through just one output terminal, and both the input voltage
and output current terminals sharing one reference terminal.
The electron and hole currents can be present either simultane-
ously at similar amplitudes or one dominantly over the other.

The definition of the term “transistor” or “transfer re-
sistor” was given by its originator, John R. Pierce[2], who
was asked to name the newly invented solid-stated device by
Bardeen and Brattain, known as the Bardeen–Brattain point-

contact transistor-device[2−4]; and by Shockley, for his theo-
retically designed p/n junction transistor-device (later known
by industry-wide consensus as the Bipolar Junction Transistor
or BJT)[5, 3], and for his p/n-junction gate unipolar field-effect
transistor-device (later known by industry-wide consensus as
the Junction-Gate Field-Effect Transistor or JGFET)[6, 3]. We
would like to show in this article that the Pierce definition of
the “transistor” for the Bardeen-Brattain-Shockley electrical
signal-amplifying and signal-processing devices can be ex-
tended and generalized to any devices; including the many,
numerous solid-state devices, invented by Lilienfeld 80 years
ago in the descriptions and claims of his three patents, filed
and issued during 1926 to 1933 (See Ref. [3] for some figures
and see his original patents for all of the many figures.); and
also including the later and latest devices designed, built in
research laboratories, and volume-produced in manufacturing
plants, by recent engineers and scientists, that give a response,
frequently electrical, to a stimulation (electrical, mechanical,
optical, chemical, biological). The input stimulation is pro-
cessed by the transistor, to give a response in the output of
the transistor not unlike the “Central Processing Unit” or CPU
of the computer.

For electrical stimulations, each of the input and output
electrical signals (current or voltage) needs one signal termi-
nal and one reference terminal. If the input and output signals
share one reference terminal, a transistor could have the mini-
mum of only three terminals, but it may not be or would not
be a complete transistor because of diminishingly small mag-
nitude or lacking of one of the two currents. For example, in
a three-terminal semiconductor or semiconductor transistor,
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Fig. 1. The p/n junction transistor. Reprinted from Fig. 10 of the 1949 Shockley article on the invention of the Bipolar Junction Transistor
(BJT)[5].

which contains two charged particle species, the electrons and
the holes, the presence of only one-pair of output terminals
could or would contain the current from both electrons and
holes, and one would not be able to distinguish the vanish-
ingly small hole (or electron) current from the dominantly
large electron (or hole) current. In specific applications, it may
be inconsequential for separately detecting the contributions
from the electron and hole particle species. But to understand
the working principle of a new semiconductor device, hence
how to model the device, it is mandatory to observe or mea-
sure separately both the electron and hole currents in the new
semiconductor device, which have the electrical signals car-
ried simultaneously by two charge carrier species, electrons
and holes, then, each charge carrier species would need to have
its own input terminal, output terminal and reference terminal.
It is then apparent that a complete semiconductor transistor
or device would need six terminals to accept electrical stim-
ulations and to give electrical responses from the two charge
species. The complete semiconductor transistor or device is
then a bipolar transistor or device, never unipolar, because of
the presence of two charge carrier species in semiconductors,
the electrons and holes. The term, unipolar, used by Shockley
in his 1952 invention article titled “Unipolar ‘Field-Effect’
Transistor”[6], now known as the JGFET, would then be in-
adequate since the term ‘unipolar’ presupposes the absence of
the second charge carrier species, which in fact is important or
even dominant in one of the modes under the entire operation
cycle of the JGFET, as we shall demonstrate later.

Similarly, the name BJT or Bipolar Junction Transis-
tor, coined by later investigators (from Stanford Univer-
sity) over the reservation and concern of Shockley[7], for
Shockley’s 1949 p/n junction transistor[5], was indeed a re-
dundancy in name rather than an uniqueness in its electri-

cal operation, because its bipolarity operation is shared by all
field-effect transistors, obviously recognized by Shockely on
account of his concerns[7].

In this report, we will discuss in details the similari-
ties between the many currently application-important semi-
conductor transistors. These comparisons include Shockley’s
1949 p/n-junction (bipolar) transistor[5], Shockley’s 1952 (p/n
junction-gate) “unipolar” field effect transistor[6], and the
many later field-effect transistors, as well as the original
Lilienfeld transistors, which were all field-effect transistors[3].
All of these transistor devices can be viewed as incomplete
forms of the complete 6-terminal transistors, i.e. they are short
of one to three terminals. These include the “bulk” MOS tran-
sistor, Silicon On Insulator (SiO2) FET or SOI-FET, Thin
(semiconductor) Film Transistors (TFT or TF-FET), and the 2-
MOS-Gate on thin Silicon FET (the FinFET). They have one
metal gate terminal on insulated thin or thick semiconductor
base, or they have two gates on insulated thin semiconductor
base, but none has two sets of contacts to the body or base, one
set each needed for the electron and hole currents and charges.

2. The Two Shockley Transistor Inventions

Shockley invented the p/n junction transistor now called
Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) which was described in
his 1949 article published in the Bell System Technical
Journal[5,2]. Figure 1 is copied from Fig. 10 of the 1949
article[5], which was given by Shockley to show the working
principle of this p/n junction transistor. The bipolar nature of
the operation of this p/n junction transistor will be discussed
in next section. Consideration of the properties of contacts,
which are either sources and sinks of electrons or holes, will
be given to show their dominance, especially at high densities,
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Fig. 2. The electrical pinch-off of the physical volume channel of the
Junction-Gate Field Effect Transistor. Reprinted from Fig. 1 of the
1953 paper on the first reduction to practice of the JGFET by Dacey
& Ross[8].

on both the spatial distributions of the spatial densities of the
electron and hole currents and charges, and also the magni-
tudes of the electron and hole current densities.

Shockley also invented the ‘unipolar’ “Field-Effect” tran-
sistor or the Junction-Gate Field-Effect transistor (JGFET),
which was disclosed in his 1952 paper published in Proceed-
ings of the Institute of Radio Engineering[6]. Figure 2 is copied
from Fig. 1 of the Dacey and Ross experimental paper[8],
rather than the original figures in Shockley article, in order
to show the spatial pinch-off of the volume channel of the
JGFET. Shockley’s use of the word “unipolar” in the title of his
1952 article[6] omitted one of the two currents in this JGFET,
which is dominant in some of its operation modes or DC bias
configurations, which will be discussed in Section 5.

3. Similarities between the Bulk MOS Transistor
and the BJT

We shall illustrate the similarities between two transis-
tors: (1) the world’s most manufactured bulk MOS transistor
(MOSFET or MOST) which is the one-insulated-gate FET
with one metal-on-oxide or metal/oxide (Al/SiO2) gate or
metal on heavily-doped-silicon on oxide (Al/p+Si or Al/n+Si
or p+Si/SiO2) polycrystalline Si gate on a semi-infinite-thick
silicon semiconductor base or body[3], and (2) the original
and simple three-layer p/n junction transistor illustrated by
Shockley in his 1949 invention article of the Bipolar p/n Junc-
tion Transistor (BJT)[5]. To illustrate graphically, for at one
glance (A1G) acquisition by the readers[9], we shall compare
the nMOST with the npn-BJT. nMOST is a MOS transistor
with n-inversion surface channel on p-type Silicon base-body-
or-substrate. We use the npn-BJT, rather than the original pnp-
BJT used by Shockley in his 1949 article that was copied to
our Fig. 1 in this article. We shall also separately illustrate their
similarities at low current levels and at high current levels, in
the two following sub-sections, in order to ease attaining A1G
if the current level is not divided into two ranges.

3.1. Low Current Level

Figure 3 shows the similarities between the surface-

conduction-channel bulk MOS transistor and the volume-
conduction-channel BJT at low injection level. Figure 3(a)
shows a simplified cross section of a bulk nMOS Transistor (n-
inversion surface channel on p-Body). The p+ body contact or
hole contact is drawn not at the bottom of the p-Body, p-Base,
p-Bulk or p-substrate but at the left side of the body (base,
bulk or substrate), in order to show that there is no p+ contact
or hole contact at the right side of the p-Base. Therefore, al-
though the p-Base volume channel exists, there is no hole cur-
rent flowing in this volume channel due to the lack of a second
contact for the hole current. We neglect the leakage current
paths from the electron contacts, gate insulator and interface
traps to simplify our illustration, so as not to be confused by
these secondary or higher-order current pathways. The elec-
trochemical potential representation[10,5, 2] readily shows that
because there is no steady-state hole current, the hole electro-
chemical potential in the base volume channel does not change
or is spatially constant along the base length direction, and it
can be set by the voltage applied to the p+Body (p+B) contact.
When the p+ hole contact is located at the bottom edge of the
base, the hole electrochemical potential in the p-Base volume
channel is forced to be equal to the value in the extended p+
region of the extended source-to-drain-length body contact. It
is then easy to see that the p+ body contact at the right side
of the base is equivalent to the p+ body contact at the bottom
of the base. This immediately gives an alternative for deriving
the X-equation of the bulk MOS transistor[10]. To derive the
X-equation from the Poisson Equation, the semi-infinite-thick
base of the bulk MOS transistor was employed in Ref. [10] to
give the boundary condition of spatially constant or zero elec-
trical potential along the back-side surface of the base, which
is far away from the silicon/silicon dioxide interface. This con-
stant electrical potential boundary condition is now replaced
by the constant electrochemical potential boundary condition
without implication of semi-infinite base thickness. The cur-
rent path via recombination at the interface traps is explicitly
shown in this figure, Fig. 3(a). The many and spatially dis-
tributed interface traps (interfacial recombination-generation-
trapping centers or GRT centers) are represented by just one
open triangle, with the understanding that they are distributed
spatially over the entire length and width of the interface area
of the SiO2/Si interface. Interface GRT centers are important
on transistor’s reliability or operation life, and noise figure-of-
merits in RF applications.

The transition one-electron energy band versus distance
diagram, the E–y diagram[9], is shown in Fig. 3(b). It does
not show the E–y diagram in the bulk of the metal and
not at the M/Semiconductor interface. Both of these can be
easily included[9] to show the complete picture. Figure 3(b)
is not the two-dimensionalcross-section view;it is a‘schematic’
projection view of all the electronic events from all the Y–
Z layers or X-planes. It is schematic for the inheritent 2-
Dimensional MOSFET, because the edges of the energy gap
and the localized energy levels are shifted in X due to the gate–
voltage produced normal electric field or the X-dependence of
the electric potential, which renders the 2-D projection view
untenable or at best highly cluttered and confused. This is not
the case in the 1-D BJT where uniformity in the x-direction is
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Fig. 3. Similarity at low current levels between the n-inversion
surface-conduction-channel semi-infinite-thick bulk MOS transistor,
the nMOST, and the volume-conduction-channel npnBJT. (a) Cross-
sectional view of the nMOST operating in the subthreshold current
range. (b) Schematic projection view of the transition energy band di-
agram, E–y, in the direction of the surface inversion channel, y-axis,
of the nMOST. (c) Cross-sectional view of the npnBJT. (d) Projection
view with no variation in the x-direction, of the E–y diagram along
the p-type volume-conduction-channel, y-axis, of the npnBJT.

assumed. Thus, our projection views for the MOSTs are un-
derstood to be schematic with X location of the Y–Z layers
at some given x-plane, such as the planar SiO2/Si or a body
plane. In the physical cross sectional view shown in Fig. 3(a),
the Y-axis is in the horizontal direction and the X-axis is in

the downward vertical direction. In the E–y one-electron tran-
sition energy-band diagram of Fig. 3(b), we show the trajec-
tory or pathway of the electrons from the n+Source which are
moved or injected over the build-in potential barrier into the n-
inversion surface channel by diffusion due to the concentration
gradient (from a very high concentration in the n+S to a very
low concentration in the n-inversion-surface-channel).A small
fraction of the electrons, during and after injection, will re-
combine with holes, at the SiO2/Si interfacial GRT centers (the
hollow triangle on the SiO2 side of the SiO2/Si interface). The
holes come from the p+Base through the p-Base volume chan-
nel. These p+Base holes are replenished by the thermally emit-
ted holes from the GRT interfacial centers at the p+Base/Metal
contact, shown also by just one triangle, while the thermally
emitted electrons move into the metal contact and metal wire
to complete the electrical circuit loop. The current along this
recombination pathway via the Si/SiO2 interfacial GRT cen-
ters is a part of the base or substrate current IB, shown both
in Fig. 3(a) and E–y energy band in Fig. 3(b). The other part,
not shown, is the similar electron–hole recombination current
at the bulk GRT centers in the p-Base volume channel, its n-
inversion surface channel and its (nearly depleted of electrons
and holes) surface space-charge layer. However, the density
of these bulk GRT centers are very low in present and recent
manufacturing technologies, therefore, they can be neglected.

Figure 3(c) is a simplified physical cross-sectional
view of the p/n junction transistor. The bulk or base-layer
generation-recombination-trapping or GRT centers are rep-
resented by one open square in this figure. Electrons move
over the build-in potential barrier of the emitter/base junc-
tion, shown in the corresponding one-electron transition en-
ergy band diagram Fig. 3(d), reach the base quasi-neutral re-
gion and recombine at these bulk GRT centers with the holes
supplied from the p+ base contact. The current along this path-
way is a component of the base current IB1. The other base-
current component, IB2, comes from the holes moving over the
build-in potential barrier of the n+emitter/p-base junction into
the n+ emitter region. It is crucial to understand that there are
many interfacial GRT centers located at the Metal/n+Emitter
interface (also M/n+Collector interface) which are represented
by just one open triangle in this figure to simply the illus-
tration. These centers are expected from Sah’s interface trap
model due to the random distribution of the interfacial bond
angles and lengths, which was mathematically analyzed by
Sah based on Slater’s many-body quantum mechanical per-
turbation theory of the semiconductor periodic potential in the
presence of randomly located atomic imperfections[11]. At the
M/Semiconductor interface, there are also GRT centers from
the metal impurities. Due to the heavily doped n-type emit-
ter, the space charge layer of the Metal/n+silicon junction is
so thin that the holes from the p-base region can also reach
these interfacial GRT centers by tunneling through the build-
in potential barrier of the Metal/n+silicon junction. Then, these
holes recombine with the electrons from the Metal conduction
band, as shown in Fig. 3(d). See Ref. [11] for examples that
illustrate the one-electron energy-bands in the metal/material
contacts. At the Metal/non-Metal contacts, the surface recom-
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bination velocity or rate is almost infinite or has reached the
maximum value allowed, due to the high concentration of the
interfacial GRT centers and high electron concentration in the
metal conduction bands. Large recombination rates lead to the
ohmic contact properties of the Metal/n+ junction[9].

Let us further study the energy band pictures. Figure 3(b)
shows the transition energy band diagram along the surface-
conduction-channel (E–y or EY diagram) of the bulk MOS
transistor operating in the subthreshold range. The resistance
of the channel is relatively small compared with that of the
space-charge region of the base/drain p/n or n-/n+ junction.
The voltage drop along the channel, from the space charge
boundary of the base/source junction to the space charge
boundary of the base/drain junction, is negligible. As shown in
this figure, Fig. 3(b), electrons move through the space charge
region by first being injected via diffusion due to concentration
gradient from the n+Source to the n-inversion-surface-channel
over the build-in potential barrier of the n+Source/n-inversion-
surface-channel junction, diffuse along the n-inversion surface
channel, accelerate through the space charge region of the
n-inversion surface-channel/n+drain junction, and reach the
n+drain contact. Therefore, in this low current range, the cur-
rent is limited by the diffusion of the electrons over the poten-
tial barrier at the n+S/n-inversion-surface-channel, and hence
controlled by the diffusion barrier height at the n+Source. And,
the diffusion barrier height at the n+Si/n-surface-inversion-
channel is controlled by the amount of n-surface-inversion
on the p-Base, by the voltage applied between the Gate and
Source, or applied to the gate SiO2 film, and the resulting elec-
tric field at the SiO2/n-surface-channel interface at the Source.
So, source junction barrier lowering is the fundamental mech-
anism that determines the electron current or the drain terminal
current in the low level or subthreshold range of the current–
voltage characteristics of the MOSFET.

Continuing the description of the similarities of the en-
ergy band diagrams, EY, of MOSFET and BJT at low cur-
rent levels, Figure 3(d) shows the transition energy band dia-
gram along the volume-conduction-channel of the p/n junc-
tion transistor or BJT. It is apparent that Fig. 3(d) is simi-
lar to Fig. 3(b), except the relabeling of the n+Source/p-Base
junction of the nMOST by the n+Emitter/p-Base junction of
the npnBJT; and the p-Base/n+Drain junction of the nMOST
by the p-Base/n+Collector junction of the npnBJT. Thus, this
analysis proves no physical difference on the basic parameter
that controls the low level electron current in the two transis-
tors, nMOST in the subthreshold current range and npnBJT in
the low-level current range, because they are both controlled
by the potential barrier height of the electron injection junc-
tion, the source n+/n-inversion-surface-channel junction of the
nMOST and the emitter n+/p-base-volume-channel junction of
the npnBJT. The only difference is the way the potential bar-
rier height is controlled or modulated. In the nMOST or any
MOST, the source/base barrier height at the Gate-oxide/Si-
base interface is controlled or modulated by the gate oxide
transverse electric field or applied voltage to the gate oxide,
hence 2-Dimensional. In the npnBJT, the corresponding elec-
tron injection barrier height is controlled or modulated by the

forward voltage applied to the volume-channel n+Emitter/p-
Base junction of the npnBJT. An in-depth description of the
GRT kinetics at the interfacial and bulk centers is omitted here
at low current levels and is given in the next section at high
current levels which also applies to the present low current
levels.

3.2. High Current Level

High current level is the result of vanishing or vanished
electric potential barrier height of the injection n/p junction in
both the nMOST and the npnBJT. Consequently, the current
is no longer determined by the vanished or zero potential bar-
rier height through the transition or injection layer (the E/B
and S/B transition layers.) Therefore, the current must be de-
termined by what is left, the drift-diffusion through the base
region, either in the surface inversion layer of the nMOST or
the base volume layer of the npnBJT, hence it is a resistance-
like current, which can have a spatially varying resistance
modulated or controlled by an input signal, applied to the
gate/source junction in the MOST or the base/emitter junction
in the BJT.

The four parts in Fig. 4 show similarity at high injec-
tion or high current levels between the surface-conduction-
channel nMOS transistor and the volume-conduction-channel
npnBJT. Figure 4(a) shows a simplified cross section view of
the nMOS transistor operating in the strong inversion range,
which is very similar to Fig. 3(a) except the large current indi-
cating by the thicker arrows. Similarly, the E–Y energy band
diagram of Fig. 4(b) is very similar to that of the low-level
injection given in Fig. 3(b), except that here the n+S/p-B or
n+S/n-surface-inversion junction is wiped out by the higher
applied gate/source voltage.

Similarly, Figure 4(c) shows a simplified cross section
view of the npnBJT operating at high injection level. The
hole current from the p+ base to the n+ emitter has sig-
nificantly increased to maintain the essentially electrical neu-
trality, known as quasi-neutrality[5, 2, 9] in the p-Base, i. e.,
defined as the injected electron concentration exceeding the
existing hole concentration in the p-Base from the acceptor
impurities, N > P >> PIM, so N – P = PIM + (ε/q)∇·E '
0 or P ' N. So, the electron current from the n+ emitter to
the n+ collector through the originally p-type Base, is almost
equal to the hole current from the p+Base contact through the
p-Base to the n+emitter. The current gain of the npnBJT
at such a high injection level would have dropped toward
1/2, since half of the emitter current is now from holes in
the p+Base recombining with the electrons in the n+Emitter,
at the Metal/n+Emitter interfacial GRT centers. The trajectory
arrows of the three electrons in the n+Emitter pointing to the
three M/n+E interfacial GRT centers are shown in Fig. 4(c)
but in the transition energy band diagram in Fig. 4(d) only
one interfacial GRT center is shown with the two vertical tran-
sition arrows, the solid downward arrow for electrons and the
upward open arrow for holes to avoid cluttering, although gen-
erally the interfacial GRT centers are distributed in energy
in the silicon energy gap[11]. There are usually few GRT
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Fig. 4. Similarity at high current level between the n-inversion
surface-channel MOS transistor, nMOST, and the volume-
conduction-channel npnBJT. (a) Cross-sectional view of the nMOST
operating in the strong inversion range. (b) The schematic projec-
tion view of the transition energy band diagram along the surface-
conduction-channel, y-axis, of the nMOST. (c) Cross-section view
of the npnBJT operating at the high injection level. (d) Schematic
projection view of the transition energy band diagram along the
volume-conduction-channel, y-axis, of the npnBJT with variation
along the x-axis ignored.

centers in the n+Emitter layer and in the p-Base, the latter is
shown as a single open square in Fig. 4(d) with the one verti-
cal transition arrow each for the electrons and holes. These
descriptions of the electronic transitions at the interfacial

Fig. 5. (a) The cross-sectional view of the device structure and (b) the
schematic projection view of the transition energy band diagram of
a Thin-Film Transistor, TFT, with one electron contact and one hole
contact at each of the two ends of the p-type thin-film. The transistor
operated in the strong n-inversion surface channel bias mode, linking
the two electron contacts, and a conducting p-Base volume channel,
linking the two hole contacts.

and bulk GRT centers are also applicable to the low current
levels shown in Figs. 3(a) to 3(d), but they were omitted for
A1G brevity of first-time description of the importance of the
GRT kinetics at the interfacial traps.

4. Bipolar Currents and Charges in TFT and
FinFET

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively show the simplified
device-structure cross-section and transition-transport energy-
band projection views of a p-base n-inversion surface-channel
one-Gate (1G) Silicon or Semiconductor on Insulator (SOI)
Thin-Film Transistor (nTFT), 1G-SOI-nTFT, operating in
strong n-inversion surface-channel range. To illustrate the
presence of both electron and hole currents, Bipolar Currents,
we have included two contacts for both electrons and holes
in order to provide the individual pathways or channels for
surface-channel electrons and volume-channel holes. Compar-
ing Fig. 5(b) here of the nTFT with Fig. 4(b) of the nMOST in
strong inversion, we see that they are very similar. However,
there could be a hole current flowing through the base volume
hole-channel in this nTFT because of the two p+ hole contacts,
S2p+ and D2p+, with an applied voltage or a contact potential
difference in a temperature gradient between the two p+ hole
contacts. For the nMOST in Fig. 4(b), there is no hole current
or negligible (secondary) hole current flowing into the p+Base
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Fig. 6. Physical cross-sectional views of a FinFET with one electron
contact and one hole contact at each of two ends of the p-type pure
silicon base. (a) The two gate voltages has different polarity, for ex-
ample, VG1/n+S1 > 0 and VG2/p+S2 < 0. (b) The two gate voltages has
the same polarity, for example, VG1/n+S1 > 0 and VG2/p+S2 > 0.

contact because there is not the second p+Base contact.

The simplified cross-section views of a FinFET (2-MOS-
Gate on thin p-Base with a pair of electron and a pair of hole
contacts) are shown with different polarities of the two gate
voltages in Fig. 6(a), and the same polarity gate voltages in
Fig. 6(b). This is the complete and also more general tran-
sistor, rather than the nanometer laboratory and advanced en-
gineering FinFETs recently reported which contain just one
continuous or wrap-around MOS gate on a nanometer thin
and presumable nearly pure base and only one drain and one
source contact that presumably are either electron or hole con-
tacts. When these two gates are applied different polarity volt-
ages, as shown in Fig. 6(a), a strong n-inversion surface chan-
nel induced by the positive voltage applied to the top gate,
G1, is formed which links two electron contacts, and a strong
p-inversion surface channel is also formed between two hole
contacts, by the negative voltage applied to the bottom gate,
G2. Since the surface p-channel is much conductive than the
p-base volume channel, most hole current flows through the
surface p-channel.

When these two gates are applied the same polarity volt-
ages, as shown in Fig. 6(b), two strong n-inversion surface
channels are formed when the applied gate voltages are posi-
tive (relative to a reference, such as the n+S), and in addition,
the hole current also flows through the p-base volume chan-
nel contacted by the two p+ hole contacts. However, electron
current flows into only one n-inversion channel (under the top

gate, G1, in this illustration) through the two electron contacts,
and no electron current flows into the lower n-inversion sur-
face channel due to lacking the two n+ contacts to the bottom
n-inversion channel under the bottom gate, G2, in this illus-
tration. Physical realizations of bipolar contacts as source and
sink of both electrons and holes were discussed by us[1, 10, 13].

5. Similarity Between the Bulk and SOI MOS
Transistors

The similarities between the bulk and SOI nMOSTs are
illustrated in their cross-sectional structure views in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(c) and in their projection transition energy band views
in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d). Note in Fig. 7(c) of the SOI that the
p+ body contact is an electrical contact to the thin p-Base
Silicon on the buried oxide Insulator. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3, the bulk nMOS transistor is an incomplete transistor,
even though there is a very small hole current flowing into the
semi-infinitely thick base volume channel. The SOI nFET has
a much thinner base volume channel than the bulk MOS tran-
sistor but still an incomplete transistor because it does not have
a second p+ hole contact to complete the hole channel current
loop. The SOI FET manufactured by IBM does not have the
feature drawn in Fig. 7(c), instead, the buried oxide completely
isolates the p-base volume channel from the p+ body. Thus,
the IBM SOI nFET is even a less complete or more incom-
plete transistor. In fact, it does not operate about a steady-state
condition due to its lack of any hole contact, rendering the
depletion or enhancement of hole charges in the p-type SOI
base film incapable of reaching a true DC steady state in the
desired circuit operation time scale, further compromising its
reproducibility and reliability. With the p+ region in contact to
the p-Base of the SOI shown in Fig. 7(c), it is obvious that the
bulk and SOI nMOSTs work the same way, as also illustrated
by the projection view of their transition energy band diagrams
shown in Figs. 7 (b) and 7(d).

6. Bipolar Currents and Charges in JGFET

In this section, we shall demonstrate that the p/n junction-
gate field-effect transistor, with the volume channel conduct-
ing width modulated, which was invented and named by
Shockley in the title of his 1952 article, A Unipolar ‘Field-
Effect’ Transistor[6], is really a Bipolar field-effect transistor.
Indeed it has both electron and hole currents in its four ter-
minals. The four terminals put it in the incomplete transistor
category. Although its present form does not conform to the
complete transistor definition, it can. For example, if one of
the p+Gate is replaced by a n+Gate/p-Base double layer, with
the addition of two p+Contacts to the p-Base, then, it becomes
a complete p/n junction-gate field-effect transistor with six ter-
minals. It has two gates, and it has electron contacts to the
electron volume channel and hole contacts to the hole volume
channel. And, its two volume channels are adjacent to each
other, each serving as the second p/n junction gate of the other.
Such a two-channel complete transistor structure was actually
realized (i. e. fabricated by the silicon planar transistor techno-
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Fig. 7. Similarity between the bulk MOS transistor, nMOST, and the
thin-film nSOI-FET, operating in the strong n-inversion surface chan-
nel range. The cross-sectional views of: (a) the nMOST and (c) the
nSOI-FET. The schematic projected transition energy band diagrams
of: (b) the nMOST and (d) the nSOI-FET.

logy invented by Hoerni[3]) in a hybrid form by Fu and Sah in
1971[12], in which, the p+Gate was replaced by a M/SiO2/p-Si
to give the hybrid-gate six-terminal M/SiO2/p-Si/n-Si MOS-
JG FET. In a more recent project to demonstrate a step func-
tion jump by a factor of 2 of the Moore’s Law with existing
technology, via the realization of the CMOS voltage inverter
circuit in one physical FinFET transistor, both gates were re-
placed by the MOS gate and the body is a p/n junction-less
pure silicon thin base[13].

To demonstrate the presence of both electron and hole

Fig. 8. Cross section view of the Junction-Gate Field-Effect Tran-
sistor (JGFET) when its n-base volume channel starts to pinch off.
Electron and hole trajectories are shown to indicate the bipolar nature
of the JGFET.

Fig. 9. Cross section view of the Junction-Gate Field-Effect Transis-
tor (JGFET) when its n-base volume channel is completely depleted
between the two gates due to very large reversed biases applied to
both the source/gates and drain/gates junctions. Electron and hole tra-
jectories are shown to indicate the bipolar nature of the JGFET.

currents or the bipolar current property of Shockley’s 1952
“unipolar” Junction-Gate Field-Effect Transistor (JGFET), we
employ the simplified 2-D cross-section view of the JGFET
with n-type volume channel and two p+Gate, shown in Fig. 8,
in place of the 3-D view of Dacey and Ross’s original p-
type volume channel JGFET shown in Fig. 2 in Section 2.
The p+Gate/n+Source junctions and p+Gate/n+Drain junc-
tions in Fig. 8 are both reversely biased to make the two
space-charge regions contacting each other. Figure 8 (also
Fig. 2) shows that the width of the conductive n-type vol-
ume channel is now reduced to zero over a fraction of its
length near the n+Drain by the two carrier-depleted space-
charge regions in touch near the n+Drain . This was called
the pinch-off of the volume channel by Shockley[6]. At the
pinch off, there is still an electron current, as indicated by
the thick electron-current arrow in the mid-line or mid-plane
(in the Y–Z plane) in the n-base of Fig. 8. But this volume
channel current, due to electrons flowing from the n+Source
through the electrically pinched-off n-Base volume channel to
the n+Drain, is no longer dependent on the voltage applied
between the n+Drain and n+Source, VDS, which no longer
changes much the electrical shape or the varying width of the
n-Base volume channel, other than the slight reduction in its
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length. Thus the drain terminal current, ID, saturates to a con-
stant value with only slight further increases of the mag-
nitude with increasing VDS (negative to reversely bias the two
p+D/n+G junctions) due to the just mentioned electrical length
reduction. The (electrical) channel length shortening effects
is neglected in the long channel (physical channel) theory,
and is treated as a first order correction to the physical chan-
nel length. Nevertheless, Figure 8 shows that there are indeed
hole currents, indicated by hole-arrows, which could increase
the drain and source terminal currents, which make this
Shockley’s “unipolar” Field-Effect transistor indeed bipolar.
Figure 8 shows that there is a hole current path in each of the
four reverse-biased junction regions (two n+Gate/p+Source
junctions and two n+Gate/p+Drain junctions). Only one of
each of the two hole current paths at the n+S and n+D is
shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, the corresponding electron current
paths are shown in this figure. The important point here is the
unavoidable presence of the interfacial GRT centers (shown
as triangles in Fig. 8) at all four contacts, the M/n+S and
M/n+D interfaces to serve as the sources or the sites for the
generation of the holes, and at the M/p+G1 and M/p+G2 in-
terfaces to serve as the sources or sites for the generation of
electrons. As an illustration, we describe one complete trans-
port pathway of holes from n+S to p+G2 in the reverse biased
n+Source/n-Base/p+Gate2 which gives the hole current in the
S and G2 terminals. Holes are generated at the GRT centers at
the M/n+S interface, diffuse through the n+S and n-B regions,
drift through the n-B/p+G2 space charge region, drift through
the p+G2 to the GRT centers at the p+G2/M interface, and then
recombine with the electrons from the Metal in contact with
the p+G2. We again neglect the bulk GRT centers in the n+S
region, the n-B region, the n-B/p+G1,2 space charge regions in
the entire n-Base region, and the p+G1,2 region. Nevertheless,
a partial pathways (interface generation centers not shown) of
the generation current from holes and electrons generated at a
bulk GRT center (open square) in the reverse-biased p+G1/n-
B space-charge region is shown in Fig. 8. As indicated earlier,
bulk GRT centers are nearly eliminated in production silicon
transistors, while residual interfacial GRT centers due to lattice
mismatch at the SiO2/Si, M/Si and M/SiO2 interfaces remain.

Figure 9 shows the simplified cross section view of
the above JGFET operated in the well-known current cut-off
mode when the reverse biases on the G/S and G/D junc-
tions are sufficiently large to deplete the electrons in the
entire n-Base volume channel. The electron and hole path-
ways are self explanatory following the example just given
for Fig. 8 in the preceding paragraph. This shows that both
electron and hole currents are present in comparable magni-
tudes simultaneously in the same space regions of the tran-
sistor, therefore, it is a bipolar transistor, not the unipo-
lar field effect transistor, which was named in the title of
Shockley’s 1952 article.

7. Transistors with Different Input Stimulations

In the above sections, we have discussed the traditional
silicon transistors which are presently manufactured in vol-
ume for electrical signal processing, with a minimum number

of electrical input and output terminals, three. For the BJT,
its input signal could be the base current or voltage, and its
output signal could be the collector current or voltage. It has
only one base terminal which does not control the electrons
and the holes separately, nor provide the second channel for
the current of the second charge carrier species. Both species,
electrons and holes, flow through only one channel, a volume
channel. So, the BJT is an incomplete semiconductor transis-
tor. For the MOS transistor, with the n-inversion surface chan-
nel on semi-infinite thick p-silicon body, known as the “bulk”
nMOS transistor, there is only one gate, and the voltage ap-
plied to the gate simultaneously induces both the n-inversion
surface channel and modulates the p-Base volume channel.
The source and drain electron contacts connect the n-inversion
channel and electron channel current to outside load, while
the single hole contact to the p-Base provides the unlimited
electrical equilibrium sources and sinks of holes to the base
volume channel although it does not provide any significant
hole current to outside load, unless there are two hole contacts
and an applied or temperature gradient voltage appeared be-
tween them. So, the four-terminal, one-gate, one-source, one-
drain and one-body contact (G, S, D, B), bulk MOS transistor
is an incomplete semiconductor transistor because it carries
only the current of one carrier species, although its one input
gate terminal controls the charge distributions of both carrier
species (electrons and holes) but not the current of the second
charge carrier species, which will require a second contact for
the second carrier species.

The semi-infinite-thick bulk MOS transistor structure
with the minimum of four terminals (G, S, D, B) can be ex-
tended to a broad range of signal processing devices, simply
by sensitizing the gate to other signals which are not elec-
trical, such as light, temperature, pressure, atom (hydrogen)
and molecule. An silicon MOS transistor with a gate which
is sensitive to DNA molecules was reported[14,15] which was
named the BioFET[15]. It is a bulk-silicon MOS transistor with
a two-layer gate over the gate oxide, consisting of electrolyte
(for electrical contact) over a DNA layer. DNA molecules con-
tain negative charges on their sugar backbones which modify
the silicon surface charge distribution under the gate oxide.
Hybridization of the DNA molecules is the input stimulation
which modulates surface channel charge density and the elec-
trical current flowing between the drain and source terminals
of this BioFET.

It is readily recognized by the readers that the solid-state
electron device structures described in the three 80+year old
Lilienfeld patents[3] are all incomplete transistors in our pro-
posed definition of the complete transistor in this exposition.

8. Summary

We have described in this paper the model of the com-
plete semiconductor transistor. Similarity between the suppos-
edly unipolar semi-infinite-thick bulk MOS field-effect tran-
sistor and the supposedly bipolar p/n junction transistor, BJT,
are extensively described to show that they are both bipolar
transistors, with incomplete physical structures, as gauged by
our proposed model of the complete semiconductor transistor.
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The bulk MOS transistor is extended to many recently man-
ufactured transistors, all with incomplete physical structures,
including also a DNA sensitive gate MOS transistor known as
the BioFET.
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